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Silence is True Wisdom’s best reply.  
Euripides 

 

It is better in prayer to have a heart without words  
than words without a heart.  

Mahatma Gandhi 
 

 



I Am the Penetrating Light of the Path 

The New Moon, will take place at 100 Taurus 28 on the 

30th of April or 1st of May depending upon where you 

live.  There is also a partial Eclipse occurring at the time 

of the New Moon which will be just visible from Chile 

and Argentina.  Known as Saros Cycle 119 this Eclipse 

cycle began in 894 AD and will complete in 2112 AD.  

Later, at the time of the Full Moon it is the Wesak 

Festival, so there is much happening both 

astronomically and astrologically this month. 

On the continent of Europe we continue to witness 
the pain, and disruption of the war in Ukraine, 
whilst the suffering that is ongoing in Afghanistan 
and other parts of the world continues in a hidden, 
deemed, less newsworthy, way. 

Taurus is deeply connected with this plane of   
existence and in the evolution of Humanity within 
the Fourth Kingdom.    It is through the 4th   Ray of 

Harmony through Conflict and through the Heart Centre, the 4 th Chakra, that Humanity must 
eventually evolve to move beyond the conflicts that are created through the lower mind, into the 
Higher Heart and Higher Mind where these unconscionable acts will no longer arise or manifest on 
this plane.  Taurus is, as such, the pre-eminent sign for developing evolutionary growth on Earth.  

Being the ‘Fixed/Feminine/Magnetic’ polarity of the Earth Elemental, 
it holds some of the deepest patterns and memories and at the 
personality level is the embodiment of entrenched beliefs and 
desires.  A determination, to succeed, to have and to hold, whether 
that be possessions, territory, or emotional security – like the Bull 
the Taurean energy is both powerful and focussed.     At the 
personality level Taurus is ruled by Venus all adding to the focus on 
fixed desires which marks out the ‘tests’ and ‘trials’ that humanity 
experiences on the way to becoming Soul embodied and to 
ultimately creating a secure and stable environment for all.  

At the Soul level, Taurus is ruled by the 1st Ray of Will.   This is the Path that leads from personal desire 

to becoming the embodiment, indeed the manifestation of Spiritual Will, as the ‘individual’ Soul 

eventually becomes centred within the intuitive or Buddhic Plane.    Once freed 

from attachment to matter and the chains of desire, the Taurean can stimulate 

the presence of Light in any form which matter takes.   This is the true White 

Magician the true Healer.    

At this level of awareness, Spiritual Presence and Divine Will become the 

reality manifesting through all Life and ultimately the chaos of fighting and war 

will eventually be outside of the realm of human consciousness, relegated to 

the past, at which time Blind Will, evolves and emerges as Transcendent Will.    

 

  Inner silence promotes clarity of mind; it makes us value the Inner World; it trains us to go inside to the 

Source of Peace and Inspiration when we are faced with problems and challenges.                          Deepak Chopra 

Taurus New Moon 30th April 2022 21:28 BST London UK 

https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases 

 



Chart for the New Moon in Taurus 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at the above chart you will see that two major planetary patterns are highlighted at the time of the New 

Moon.   The first involves the Sun and the Moon which together with Ceres, the Earth and Neptune create a very 

focussed ‘Kite’ formation, but rather than being in trine, 1200 apart, they are 1350 apart which is referred to in 

Europe as Dragon energy because of its potential power and intensity. 

And the second planetary pattern, a T square, which has Vesta and Saturn making a 900 angle to both the North 

and South Nodes which gives a sense of compressed energy, holding an inner tension and creating a sense of  

being weighed in the balance to see if we will come to another level of consciousness in order to bring completion 

and clarity to all that is playing out now from repeated karmas created long, long ago.   The Cosmos is guiding us 

all to transmute these destructive, onerous repetitive patterns to release them back into the Light. 

So, looking at Saturn and Vesta first, which are underpinning this New Moon, we find that they are on Gene Key 

49 which is called Changing the World from the Inside which is key to all that is unfolding in the bitter fighting 

in Ukraine and, indeed, all external battles.   Gene Key 49 moves through the Shadow of Reaction to the Gift of 

Revolution to the Siddhi of Rebirth 

‘Here in the 49th Shadow we find the sleeping genetic trigger for the process that begins our collective 

ascent to higher consciousness.  In order for human beings to awaken to a higher reality, this trigger or 

switch lying in the 49th Shadow must be activated.   The 49th Shadow of Reaction is one of the most 

powerful of all the 64 Shadows in terms of how it governs human behaviour.    Unless there is some 

glimmer of awareness in this Shadow your raw emotions will absolutely rule your life and the decisions 

that shape your life.’ 



‘Over generational cycles this part of your DNA has been steadily 

evolving.   Originally at its core, its more ancient purpose was to enable 

us to kill for survival - a darker side of the 49th Shadow is its ability to 

kill human beings who simply appear to be threatening – the more 

tribal your mentality is, the easier it is to emotionally detach from others.’ 

‘As the higher frequencies penetrate the 49th Shadow we will move through 

a time of unprecedented change and upheaval.   This is the Gift of Revolution.  

The 49th Shadow will be the first aspect of the human Shadow to mutate right 

down to the genetic level.  The implications of this are huge as fewer and 

fewer humans are victims of their emotional reactions, violence will rapidly 

decrease in the world.  One also has to consider the environmental impact of 

this mutation occurring across all cultures.  Men and women of peace are 

infiltrating all races more than ever before.  This Revolution is worldwide.’  

‘The 49th Siddhi represents a huge leap in consciousness because it engenders a state of mystical divorce.    

The very same energy configuration within our DNA that allows human beings to kill other life forms 

actually carries the impetus that will give birth to our total Freedom   There is a deep chemical connection 

between the 55th Siddhi and the 49th Siddhi, together they create the Rebirth of Freedom.   The 49th 

Siddhi conceals an archetype that appears to be a part of all human evolution – that of Rebirth.’ 

‘The very bedrock of our society is founded upon a species that has always made decisions rooted in fear.   

Once in a while along the evolutionary chain a new species is born out of the old species – like the mythical 

phoenix – it has nothing in common with its parent.  It rises up out of the genetic material of the old and 

takes a whole new direction.   Every human being who has ever arrived at true enlightenment has 

experienced such a Rebirth.’ 

Gene Key 49 is seeking to find out whether we will be held by the past (South Node) or whether we will 

move onward in our Spiritual journey (North Node).    The South Node is the collective potential that has 

been created from the past – the group collective karma which holds both challenges and potential , that 

is seeking transmutation and integration in this present time. 

The South Node is on Gene Key 43 known as Breakthrough – the three levels of this consciousness being 

Deafness leading to Insight to Epiphany. 

‘There is a natural process built into the lives of human beings – survival, service and surrender.  What 

is common to each of these three stages is the transformation process itself.  At each level, it occurs in 

sudden leaps.   We tend to move through long periods in which it appears that little about us alters and 

then suddenly, every now and again an experience or event occurs which utterly changes our lives. ’ 

Every human being is born to be a rebel in the sense of filling a space in the world that cannot be 

duplicated by another.   As individuals when we awaken to our true creative potential, that which is hidden 

in our DNA, begins to rise up and pull us out of the survival Shadow frequency.  It is then we enter into 

the stage of service.     The rebel awakening through the 43rd Gift is immensely creative – he or she simply 

cuts a new pathway without worrying about where it is going. ’  

‘This is the deafness of genius – to simply be the conduit for creative insight.  In 

Japanese culture one of the key words for Insight is Satori which implies a 

breakthrough from within.  It is only when you trust your inner core that the 

breakthrough comes from deep within your cells.   In this way your awareness turns 

inward without losing any of its worldliness, making you unique but integrated, 

profound yet accessible.’ 

‘We can see how evolution on our planet is moving us steadily toward a place of 

increased individual freedom.  As the human rebellious spirit comes alive your DNA 



attunes to higher and more refined frequencies. The 43rd and 34th Gene Keys are bonded in the ‘Ring of 

Destiny’.   The secret of this codon ring is timing and through the ages it has whispered a great truth into 

the ears of those whose insight is developed enough to hear it – life is a mystery in which chance and love 

dance together.  When you Love totally, unconditionally, even chance is shown to be an illusion and the 

underlying Cosmic geometry is revealed behind all things . 

‘The 43rd Siddhi is one of the seven Gene Keys that provides a portal for Grace to move into the world of 

form.  The 43rd Siddhi represents the opening of the 4th Seal which releases the profound human fear of 

rejection and opens the hearts of all individuals.  This Siddhi has a powerful destiny – to create mass 

breakthroughs across entire gene pools – ultimately the Epiphany is an explosion in the human heart, an 

openness and acceptance of others and you become deaf to everything but the Divine!  

The North Node on Gene Key 23 is guiding us out of a life of Complexity to one of Simplicity and eventually to 

embody Quintessence which is the true essence of humanity.  

‘Complexity is the result of the human mind trying to control its environment.   The more humans try to use 

their minds to create a feeling of security the more complicated and unsafe the world becomes.’ 

‘A good metaphor for Simplicity is flying an airplane - in the clouds the mind finds only Complexity and it goes 

around in circles trying to find the way out.  In these lower frequency clouds you pick up static all the time.  At 

higher levels of frequency your mind sees further and further and more clearly.   At the level beyond the clouds 

the world mind is left below and you begin to move into more silence.   To be around someone exhibiting this Gift 

is a wonderful and powerful experience.   Things you thought were problems somehow dissolve in their presence 

and through their insight and clear language, difficult things become easy – you relax in their presence.’ 

‘The 23rd Siddhi has an alchemical flavour to it – the ability to extract 

gold from base metal.   People with this Siddhi are able to touch the gold 

hidden within other human beings.    They can transmit the power of the 

awakened state through a word or a look or a gesture.   This is the Midas 

touch.   Every person has a unique key that opens them to a higher state 

of consciousness and the people of this Siddhi hold all the keys.    This is the 

true explanation of the secrets hinted at by alchemy – that the physical 

body itself contains the seed of the Siddhic consciousness.  It is concealed 

in your DNA and controlled by a hidden timing mechanism that is utterly 

spontaneous and out of your individual reach.’ 

‘Once this Siddhi has fully dawned inside a person they become an alchemical agent that overtime refines all 

and extracts the Quintessence from the dross.  To walk this path, you will have to dig deep within yourself and 

revel in that true Quintessence that only you can recognise.’    

So now looking at the position of the Sun and Moon at the time of this New Moon we find that they are again 

emphasising the need to seek for inner stillness, as they are on Gene Key 24, known as the Ultimate Addiction 

moving through the Shadow of Addiction to the Gift of Invention ultimately into the Siddhi state of Silence.  

‘Only by turning inwards can you face the addictive quality of your mind.  Your willingness to confront your mind 

creates the necessary pause or gap in thinking to disentangle the mind from the astral/emotional body.’ 

‘So, what happens in the gap when you do fully embrace it?   The answer is absolutely anything.  Magic and 

mutation occur within those gaps.   The 24th Gift is the heart of the human creative process.  The secret of the 

24th Gift is really one of the secrets of creativity itself.  It is in fact an acoustic field involving the raising of 

vibrational frequency through your genetics.’  

‘Each time you hit one of the magical gaps, you have the opportunity to either shift up an octave in frequency 

or remain in the same loop.  In human beings this codon allows you to make quantum leaps in terms of the 

evolution of your awareness.’ 



‘Over the centuries human beings have tried all manner of techniques to stop the mind from thinking.  Thinking 

can in fact be masked by certain techniques, but that temporary quietness is not the same as the pure Silence of 

the 24th Siddhi.  The Silence of the 24th Siddhi is a Silence that descends on you even though it already lives 

within you.    

‘For awareness to shift in this way there is a physical mutation that occurs – certain chemicals are created by the 

endocrine system – so that you no longer think – but are thought by Life.  When the mind ceases to think then 

all addictive behaviour also ceases – the ultimate addiction of believing yourself to be separate from Life is 

eradicated.’    

‘This Silence does not necessarily denote physical Silence, rather it is an 

internal Silence in which you are permanently enfolded.   Only true inner 

Silence can bring an end to the Maya or illusion of separateness which is 

ultimately the healing of mankind’s greatest fear.     The key is always to relax 

because only as you relax can you feel the magic gaps and experience the 

Truth directly – not through your mind but through your innermost being.’ 

The Earth, opposite to the Sun and Moon, is on Gene Key 44 which personifies 

the karmic connections which keep drawing us into meeting up with Souls 

across time and space, to bring into balance, any outstanding, unfinished, 

‘interference’ patterns that continue to play out lifetime after lifetime until 

released and healed. 

Known as Karmic Relationships, Gene Key 44, evolves through the Shadow of Interference to the Gift of 

Teamwork to the Siddhi of Synarchy. 

‘The 44th Gene Key concerns a little understood subject that underpins the structure of human societies 

as well as the science of reincarnation.   For the 44th Gene Key concerns how, why and when people meet 

each other, as well as the results that emerge from group or family dynamics .’    

‘As you learn from each relationship in your life, over time, you come to master the lessons each affords 

you, and the frequency of your entire hologenetic profile heightens in pitch and you begin to attract higher 

frequency fractals. The term human fractal is an extension of this notion to human relationships, referring 

to the web of invisible patterns that bind certain groups of people together.    In the classical Indian 

teachings, such ties are known as Karmic ties.’  

‘As the frequency of this 44 Gene Key rises the Gift of 

Teamwork is born.   Once you are at the Gift level you can 

overcome the collective interference of the 44th Shadow 

and begin to scent your true allies in Life.   To really 

understand this Gift of Teamwork you also need to 

understand something of the mechanics of incarnation.  

Your Causal body, or Soul, which vibrates at a very rarefied 

frequency also travels with the Causal bodies of others 

across space and time in a cosmic relationship dance .  Such 

fractal lines of evolution have been understood through the 

ancient laws of karma.’ 

‘If you were able to assemble your own true fractal around you the dynamics of this team would be nothing short 

of awesome.  There would be total trust within the group.  The world has not yet seen much of the 44th Gift, 

however, all that is on the cusp of changing.’ 

The 44th Siddhi is truly remarkable.   It concerns the complete understanding of the mechanics of human destiny 

and the entire story of humanity.   The 44th Siddhi sees the entire tapestry of human interaction through time 

and space.   It not only sees it, but this being dissolves into it.   The consciousness within such a person is able to 



travel down every single fractal line within the Cosmos.    Because there is 

no resistance within their vehicle their consciousness ripples down the 

fractal arms of both the past and the future of the Universe.  The being 

expressing the 44th Siddhi therefore occupies a specific genetic vehicle 

whose mutation causes, in time, a chain reaction through humanity.   The 

awakening of a core fractal essentially involves the death of the illusion of 

its individuality.’     

‘There are a finite number of core fractals – 144,000 to be precise.  Synarchy 

has existed since the dawn of time.  It is simply distorted by an 

interference pattern – this distortion or Sacred Wound is literally wound 

around the arms of every single fractal line.   It is the reason for human 

suffering, but as the Universe awakens the Interference is gradually cleared 

and the Synarchy that lies beneath emerges.   Humanity has always sensed 

the existence of Synarchy – it is in all our myths of a past Golden Age and our present desire to create Heaven 

on Earth.’ 

Assisting the highest potential of Gene Key 23 and Gene Key 44 are Neptune, on Gene Key 36, and Ceres, on 

Gene Key 12.   Both Neptune and Ceres resonate and relate to compassion, nurturing and kindness – seeing each 

one as part of the whole – Neptune links to the Higher Heart and Ceres to the Earth, and the love of simplicity 

and purity.  

Gene Key 36, known as Becoming Human describes the journey that we all will take as we enter into incarnation 

on this planet, evolving through the Shadow of Turbulence, to the Gift of Humanity and to the ultimate 

realisation of Compassion. 

‘The 36th Shadow is an emotional battle that must be fought by every individual at certain times during their life.  

The 36th Shadow is the Dark Night of the Soul.    It is an archetype within humanity that pulls us towards the 

unknown and that draws the unknown to us.   It draws crisis towards itself like a magnet.’ 

‘The potential suffering that exists on account of this Gene Key, is part of a genetic family known as the Ring 

of Divinity.  This is a beautiful revelation, as each of the four Shadows of the Ring of Divinity, Dishonour GK22, 

Turbulence GK36, Weakness GK37 and Doubt GK63, has the potential to awaken the highest consciousness inside 

you.  This codon group in many respects is deeply connected to the true meaning of Christ Consciousness.’   

‘The Gift of Humanity truly understands emotions and consequently 

understands all people.   This is a Gift that can only be earned.     At this 

level these people are no longer overwhelmed by emotions as they tend to 

be at the Shadow level but have opened and expanded themselves to life 

through harsh experience.   

 As a living transmission the 36th Gift carries a great teaching into the 

world – the celebration of Humanity.  This Gift contains a natural 

spirituality – it is one of the most grounded of all the Gene Keys.  It is a 

bridge for the higher bodies of humanity to move down into the lower 

planes and transform them.  ‘The deepest role of the 36th Gene Key is to 

help humans to become humane - it is their courage and deep acceptance 

of the life process that eventually gives rise to the highest of human 

expressions – the expression of Compassion.’ 

‘This is the Siddhi that spans the chasm between Man and God, between being a victim and being enlightened.   

In every mythic journey there must always be a final trial.    A moment of utter hopelessness and helplessness – 

these moments – these Darkenings of the Light – come to us in life not so much to test us, but to cut us so deeply 

within our own humanity that we are reminded of the awesome power of our own Compassion for all beings.’     



‘Those in whom this Siddhi has awakened tend to keep moving into those areas of life where the light is most 

darkened.   The simple presence of such people and the look in their eyes can trigger all manner of so called 

miracles in those whom they meet.    Even the darkest of natures can be instantaneously brought to tears through 

the presence of this 36th Siddhi.   At the Siddhic level your own suffering becomes so universalised that it 

encompasses all humanity.   All boundaries of the self dissolve. 

And Ceres, the final planet creating the ‘Dragon Kite’ is on Gene Key 12, known as A Pure Heart that refines the 

Shadow of Vanity to the Gift of Discrimination to Purity. 

‘Vanity is the first human vice and the last one to go in the advancement 

of consciousness.  Whenever there is self-identification, there is Vanity.’ + 

‘The 12th Gene Key is special.    The 12th Gene Key along with its Shadow 

and Siddhi, is one of the most extraordinary and far-reaching archetypes 

in the human genetic matrix.’ 

‘Within the mystery of the 21 Codon Rings, this 12th Gene Key is a Stop 

Codon and forms a Ring of its own within the Ring of Trials, known as the 

Ring of Secrets.  However, its secrets remain firmly locked away until you 

activate its highest frequency in the 12th Siddhi.’ 

‘Discrimination may not sound like much of a Gift, but when you truly understand the 12th Gene Key, you will see 

that it has a great power.  To discriminate is to know inherently what and who is healthy for you in life.   Where 

Vanity is about only loving yourself, Discrimination is about loving the things and people outside yourself that are 

healthy for you.’   

‘Wherever you see true passion moving into the world, there you are seeing the influence of this 12th Gift.  It is 

both sweeping and consuming yet at the same time highly refined.   The 12th Gift contains the teachings of 

transformation and death – the movement from one level of consciousness to another.   Of all the Gene Keys 

this 12th Gift represents the mythic passage from one state to a higher state in which the stop codon kills your 

identification with your past, allowing you to be transformed - the transcendent enters your body and alters your 

chemistry leaving you radically and permanently altered.’ 

‘With Vanity your lower self falls in love with itself and with Purity the Higher 

Self falls in Love with itself.   You might say that Purity is when the Divine falls in 

Love with You.   Your behaviour, your thoughts your feelings, the very air you 

breathe must resonate to one purpose – falling in Love with the Beloved.   The 

Beloved is the Essence of your true Nature.    

‘Everything in the Universe has at its core the same original Purity – we are all 

shards of a Divine crystal and as our forms go through their processes of 

polishing, so consciousness begins to remember itself through us.’ 

‘In the ancient alchemical systems, the throat centre was seen as the greatest of 

all initiations.    All the lower chakras including the heart are synthesised and 

purified in the throat.  In this respect it represents the boundary of the known and 

unknown.   It is the abyss or Da’at of the Kabbalah.’     

‘The Being who has passed through the abyss and entered the sphere of the 12th 

Siddhi becomes once again like a child.    It is the ultimate purification in which 

you meet your own death and are reborn in a higher sphere – into the Sphere of 

Divine Love.’ 

You will see, in looking back at the New Moon chart, that Jupiter and Venus, whilst not actually involved within 

the Kite Formation are together in the sky at 270 Pisces which, like Neptune, is on Gene Key 36, so this very 



beneficial energy, bestows a sense of Grace and Light to this Gene Key assisting us to embody, express and 

expand the Love and Compassion that flows to and through us. 

As you can see this is a powerful time - the New Moon holds great potential but equally many challenges and so 

it is timely that by the time of the Full Moon we will once again be experiencing the Wesak Festival.   This 

Gathering of Consciousness on Higher Planes focussed upon the Earth will be of great assistance as we navigate 

these times, which calls for a Breakthrough – a Breakthrough that inspires both Simplicity and Purity so that each 

Pure Heart may shine a clear and radiant Light to all Life. 

Nearer the time there will be a reminder sent regarding the Wesak Full Moon, but in the meantime, may we find 

the inner stillness and Silence that encourages this Rebirth. 

 

Love and Blessings to All  

 

28.4.2022                     Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd

             

         

 


